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Abstract
Mathematical functions are used to compute Normal probabilities, which 
absolute errors are small; however their large relative errors make them un-
suitable to compute structural failure probabilities or to compute the menace 
curves of natural hazards. In this work new mathematical functions are pro-
posed to compute Normal probabilities and their inverses in an easy and 
accurate way. These functions are valid over a wide range of random varia-
ȱȱȱȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱĜ¢ȱ
are required. In addition, these functions have the advantage that the nume-
rical correspondence between the random value X = x and its Normal proba-
¢ȱ̘ȱǻȬx) is bijective.
Resumen
Se utilizan funciones matemáticas para calcular probabilidades normales, cuyos 
errores absolutos son pequeños; sin embargo, sus grandes errores relativos las ha-
cen inadecuadas para calcular probabilidades de falla de estructuras o para calcu-
lar curvas de amenaza de peligros naturales. En este trabajo se proponen nuevas 
funciones matemáticas para calcular probabilidades normales y sus inversas, de 
manera fácil y precisa. Estas funciones son válidas en un intervalo amplio de va-
lores que puede tomar la variable aleatoria y son útiles en aplicaciones donde se 
ȱȱ¢ȱęȱǯȱ¤ǰȱȱȱȱȱ
ventaja de que la correspondencia numérica entre el valor aleatorio X = x y su 
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Introduction
ȱȱȱȱ̘ȱǻȬx) is used in engi-
neering probabilistic applications to compute reliabili-
ȱ ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ȱ ǰȱ ěȱ
platforms, pipelines, tanks, and bridges, among others. 
These applications require accurate estimations of 
small probabilities, which are associated with relatively 
large values. In addition, these probabilities have to be 
easily invertible. The disadvantage of not having a clo-
ȱ¢ȱȱȱȱ̘ȱǻȬx) has been over-
come using mathematical approximations. Summaries 
of these mathematical approximations are given in 
ǻ ĵȱ ǭȱ ǰȱ ŗşŝŘǲȱ ȱ ǭȱ ǰȱ ŗşşŜǼǰȱ
which are useful to compute probabilities or their in-
verses, but not both. The errors of these approximations 
ȱęȱȱȱȱȱ¡ȱȱǯȱ
The absolute errors of the approximations are small but 
ȱȱȱȱęǰȱ ȱȱ-
portant in the tail of probability distribution. In the pre-
sent work, this inconvenience is shown for the best 
ȱȱȱȱǻ ĵȱǭȱ-
ǰȱŗşŝŘǼǰȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱȱ
ȱ ȱ ¡ǯȱ ǰȱ ȱ ¡-
tions commonly used to compute failure probabilities 
are revised and new mathematical expressions with no 
such inconvenience are proposed. These new functions 
are useful to compute Normal probabilities and their in-
verses in a relatively easy and fast way, with good accu-
racy. Furthermore, they have the advantages of being 
valid over a wide range of the random variable, which 
makes them useful in engineering applications. 
Reference framework
Herein, some of the mathematical functions typically 
used in engineering applications are reviewed. The 
number of functions analyzed is not exhaustive; the 
author only discusses some approaches that in his opi-
nion are representative for estimating probabilities 
and/or their inverses in structural and mechanical engi-
neering. The analysis is focused on identifying the ac-
curacy and scope of these functions, and showing the 
inconveniences mentioned in the previous section.
In general, the normal probability distribution 
ȱ̘ȱǻ·) can be described in terms of its probabili-
¢ȱ¢ȱȱΠȱǻȉǼȱȱ 
̘ǻxǼȱƽȱΜǻxǼȱΠǻx)    ǻŗǼ
ȱ ȱ ΜǻȉǼȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
function with its derivative, the probability density 
ȱΠȱǻx). It can also be seen as the one that trans-
forms the probability density function in its cumulati-
ǯȱ
ǰȱȱȱȱȱΜǻȉǼȱȱȱȱȱx, 
ȱęȱ ȱ ȱȱΜǻȉǼȱ ȱ ǱȱΜȂǰȱΜȂȂ 
respectively, hence it gives the linear second order di-
ěȱ
Μȱȁȁȱx Μȱȁȱ Μȱ ȱƽȱŖȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǻŘǼ
ȱ ěȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ ȱ
ȱȱȱΜ ǻx = 0) =       / Ř ȱΜȂȱǻx = 0) 
ƽȱȭŗǯȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱΜȱǻ).ȱȱ
 ȱ ȱ ȱ ŗǰȱ ȱ ¢ȱ ¡ȱ ȱ
ȱΜȱǻxǼǰȱȱ¢ȱȱ¡ȱǻřǼǰȱȱȱ
results for large x values.
   ǻřǼ
For xȱȱȱȱ£ǰȱǯȱǻřǼǰȱȱȱȱ-
ȱȱǯȱȱȱ¢-
totic approximation of this function can be used to 
calculate probabilities associated with large values of x, 
it has the disadvantage of not being easily invertible.
 ȱȱȱȱΜ ǻx), that provide good 





sic function, probably the most used to compute Nor-
mal probabilities, because it has the minimum absolute 
ȱȱǻ ĵȱȱǰȱŗşŝŘǼǰȱȱȱȱ¡-
pressed as follows 
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where ajȱ ȱ Ĝȱ  ȱ ȱ ęȱ ęǰȱ 
jȱƽȱŖǰȱŗǰȱǯǯǯȱǰȱśǯȱȱ¡ȱȱȱȱ
Ήǰȱ ȱȱȩΉǻxǼȱǀȱŝǯśȱuȱŗŖ
Ş|. However, as is shown 
ȱȱŘǰȱȱȱȱΉRȱ ȱę¢ȱ ȱ
xǯȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱŚǰȱ ȱȱ-
ȱȱΜH ǻ) diverge from the function obtai-
ned numerically as x grows, which means that the ac- 
curacy of the approach should be expressed in terms of 
its relative errors, not by its absolute error. Likewise, an 
ȱȱȱǯȱǻŚǼȱȱȱ¢ȱǯȱ
ȱ ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ ǻǰȱ ŗşŞśǼȱ ȱ
ȱΜǻx), can be expressed as
  ǻśǼ
Where bi, i = ŗǰȱǯǯǯǰȱśǰȱȱȱȱĜǰȱȱy = x 
ŘȱȦȱŘǰȱ
and z = ŘǯşřȱyŘǯȱȱȱ ȱȱȱřǰȱȱȱȱ
the author, this last function leads to relative errors be-
 ȱȩΉRǻxǼȱǀȱŚǯśȱuȱŗŖ
ś| when x ǁȱŗȱȱȱȱȱ
 ȱȩΉRǻxǼȱǀȱŘǯŖȱuȱŗŖ
Śȩȱȱȱ ȱ ǯȱȱ ȱ ȱ
 ȱȱȱŚǰȱȱȱȱĴȱȱȱ¢ȱ




There are other expressions, as that proposed by 
ȱǻŗşşřǼȱȱ£ȱǻŗşşŗǼǰȱ ȱȱȱ-
tage that the estimation of probabilities and their inver-
ses are easy. However, the relative error grows a lot for 
xȱȱȱȱǻřǼǯȱȱȱŚǰȱȱȱΜǻȉǼȱ
associated with these last approaches is compared with 
that obtained numerically and in general, the accuracy 
of these approaches should be expressed in terms of 
their relative errors; not by their absolute error, because 
this leads to compare errors associated with probabili-
ties of several magnitude orders.
Normal probabilities
In this work, the mathematical expressions to describe 
ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ęȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
complement, which indicates that for x >> 0 values, 




ȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ Μ0iȱ ǻ·Ǽǰȱ ȱ ƽȱ ǿŗǰȱ Řǰȱ řȀǰȱ
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interval [x0i , x0 i+ŗ], i = ǿŗǰȱŘǰȱřȀǰȱ ȱx0i and x0 iƸŗ values 
ęȱȱ¢ȱȱȱǰȱęȱ
ȱȱŗǯ




bing that decrement, because its behavior is decreasing. 
ȱȱȱ¢ȱ ȱȱĜȱ
cŗi, cŘi, cři present in the argument of the exponential 
function, was chosen due to its simplicity, since it 
allows the roots of a third degree polynomial be evalua-
ted in a closed way. Besides, the natural logarithm of 
ǯȱǻŜǼȱȱȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱ-







ȱΜ0i ǻȉǼǰȱi = ǿŗǰȱŘǰȱřȀǰȱȱȱȱȱǯȱȱ-
ȱ ȱ Ĝȱ cŘi and cři ǰȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ęȱ ȱ
each interval [x0i , x0 i+1 Ǿǰȱȱ ȱȱȱŗǲȱ -
ȱȱĜȱc0i and cŗi ǰȱȱęȱȱȱȱcŘi 
and cři , by means of the following expressions
  ǻŝǼ
  ǻŞǼ










                   and                         ȱȱęȱȱȱ
ŗǰȱ ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ  and       va-
ǯȱȱȱęȱǰȱȱȱȱcŖŗȱȱȱΜŗ can 
be also obtained as                        . ȱȱȱĜ-
ȱȱȱŗȱȱȱȱŝȱȱŗŖȱ¢ȱȱȱ
values estimates of the distribution function be conti-
ǯȱȱ  ȱ ȱ ȱ śǰȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
 ȱȱȩΉRǻxǼȱǀȱŘǯśȱu
_, which means that are be-
 ȱŖǯŘśƖǯȱȱȱȱȱȱx values of 
ŖǰȱřǰȱŞȱȱŘŖȱȱȱȱ£ǰȱ ȱȱȱ ȱ
the proposed approach. The error is greater than that 
ȱ¢ȱǻǰȱŗşŞśǼȱȱȱȱȱ-
ǯȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ  ȱ ȱ ȩΉǻxǼȱ ǀȱ şǯśȱ
u for x < řǰȱȱȱ ȱȱȩΉǻxǼȱǀȱŜǯŚȱu
_ for x 
tǯȱȱŜǰȱ ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
ȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱΜǻȉǼǯȱ-
des, as is shown in the next section, the set of functions 
ȱǯȱǻŜǼȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǯ




ܿ଴೔ ൌ ݁ݔ݌ൣݍଵ೔ ൅ ݍଶ೔ܿଶ೔ ൅ ݍଷ೔ܿଷ೔൧ȱ




ݍଵ೔ ൌ ݎଵ೔ݔ଴೔ ൅ ɗ௜ȱ
ݍଶ೔ ൌ ݎଶ೔ݔ଴೔ ൅ݔ଴೔
ଶ ȱ
ݍଷ೔ ൌ ݎଷ೔ݔ଴೔ ൅ݔ଴೔
ଷ ȱ
ݎ଴೔ ൌ ൫ݔ଴೔ െ ݔ଴೔శభ൯
ିଵ
ȱ














Ȧ Řc \ S
7DEOH3DUDPHWHUVDQGFRHIILFLHQWVYDOXHVRIWKHSURSRVHGDSSURDFK
Segment  Ĝ
i x0i x0i+ŗ Μi Μi+ŗ cŘi cři
ŗ 0 ř ŗǯŘśřřŗŚ ŖǯřŖŚśş ŖǯŖŗŚŞŚŚŞŜś ƺŖǯŗŚŝŞŗŘřŘş
Ř ř Ş ŖǯřŖŚśş ŖǯŗŘřŗřŘ ŖǯŖŖŗśşŝřŗř ƺŖǯŖŚŗśŘŗŚşş
ř Ş ŘŖ ŖǯŗŘřŗřŘ ŖǯŖŚşŞŝŜ ŖǯŖŖŖŗřŘŗŜŚ ƺŖǯŖŖŞřŖŗřŘŝ
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)LJXUH1XPHULFDODQGWKHSURSRVHGDSSURDFKRIIXQFWLRQ
Μȱǻ)









Locate ȁݔȁ value in some interval: 
ሾݔ଴೔ǡ ݔ଴೔శభሻ for ݅ ൌ ሼͳǡ ǥ ǡ͵ሽ
Compute: ݔ (Eq.6) 
Input data: compute probability p
             for a given x value 
Compute: 
Coefficients ݎ௝೔ , ݆ ൌ ሼͲǡ ǥ ǡ͵ሽǡ ݅ ൌ ሼͳǡ ǥ ǡ ͵ሽ (Eqs. 10) 
Coefficients ݍ௝೔ , ݆ ൌ ሼͳǡ ǥ ǡ͵ሽǡ ݅ ൌ ሼͳǡ ǥ ǡ ͵ሽ (Eqs. 9) 
Coefficients ௝ܿ೔ , ݆ ൌ ሼͲǡͳሽǡ ݅ ൌ ሼͳǡ ǥ ǡ ͵ሽ (Eqs. 7-8) 
Read values: 
ݔ଴೔ǡ ݔ଴೔శభǡ ߰௜ǡ߰௜ାଵǡ ܿଶ೔ǡ ܿଷ೔  ,  ݅ ൌ ሼͳǡǥ ǡ ͵ሽ, (Table 1)  
ݔ ൑ Ͳ
Compute: 
݌ ൌ ߰ሺȁݔȁሻ߮ሺݔሻ (Eq. 1)
Compute: 
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ȱȱĚ ȱȱ ȱȱȱŝȱȱȱ-
mented in a computer program. The purpose is to des-
cribe the steps to compute a Normal probability value 
for a given value of the variable. If a number of compu-
ȱȱ¢ǰȱȱĜȱȱȱȱ-
luation.
Inverses of normal probabilities
ȱȱȱȱǰȱȱΜȱǻȉǼȱȱȱ-
cribed in three contiguous segments by means of 
ȱΜ0i ǻȉǼǰȱi = ǿŗǰȱŘǰȱřȀǰȱȱ¢ȱǯȱǻŜǼǯȱȱȱ
ȱǯȱǻŗǼȱȱȱ¡ȱ
                                                                                                ǻŗŗǼ
and it can be computed as follows
The parameters dji, j = ǿŖǰȱŗǰȱŘǰȱřȀǰȱȱȱȱi are 
ȱȱȱȱȱĜȱcїi , j = ǿŖǰȱŗǰȱŘǰȱřȀȱȱ
the corresponding segment i, by means of the expres-
sions
                                                        ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǻŗřǯǼ
                                                         ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǻŗřǯǼ
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǻŗřǯǼ
                                                                                         ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǻŗřǯǼ
	ȱȱȱĜȱdji and cji , j = ǿŖǰȱŗǰȱŘǰȱřȀȱȱ
ȱ¢ȱȱȱ¡ȱŗŗǰȱȱx values corres-
ȱȱȱęȱ)x, which means that the numeri-
cal correspondences between these values is one to one 
ǻǼǯ
ȱȱĚ ȱȱ ȱȱȱŞȱȱȱ-
plemented in a computer program. The purpose is to 
describe the steps to compute the inverse normal value 
for a given probability. This algorithm can be used al-
¢ȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱǻǰȱŗşşŝǼȱ




This work has proposed simple expressions that 
allow computing normal probabilities, even in the tail 
of the distribution, and their corresponding inverses. 
Such expressions are impressively manageable and 
useful for engineering applications. The proposed ap-
proach is simple because the resulting mathematical 
expressions are simple too, and its relative errors of 
ȱ  ȱ ¡ȱ ȱ  ȱ ȱ ȩΉRǻxǼȱ ǀȱ Řǯśȱ
uŗŖ_ over a wide range of the random variable. The 
ȱȱȱ ȱȱȩΉǻxǼȱǀȱşǯśȱuŗŖ
ƺŚ_ for x ǀȱřǰȱ
ȱȱ ȱȱȩΉǻxǼȱǀȱŜǯŚȱuŗŖ
_ for x tȱřǯȱȱ-
proach does not have the inconveniences of typical 
approximations used in several applications that 
lead to relatively small absolute errors but signifi-
cant relative errors, which become important in the 
tail of the probability distribution and are difficult 
ȱ ǯȱȱȱȱȱ ȱȱ


















































no݌ ൑ ͳ ʹΤ
Compute: y (Eq.12)
Locate  Ȱሺݔ଴೔ሻ ൑ ݌ ൏ Ȱሺݔ଴೔శభሻ value in some 
interval: ሾݔ଴೔ǡ ݔ଴೔శభሻ for ݅ ൌ ሼͳǡǥ ǡ͵ሽ, (flow diagram 1) 
Compute: 
Coefficients ݎ௝೔ , ݆ ൌ ሼͲǡ ǥ ǡ͵ሽǡ ݅ ൌ ሼͳǡ ǥ ǡ ͵ሽ (Eqs. 10) 
Coefficients ݍ௝೔ , ݆ ൌ ሼͳǡ ǥ ǡ͵ሽǡ ݅ ൌ ሼͳǡ ǥ ǡ ͵ሽ (Eqs. 9) 
Coefficients ௝ܿ೔ , ݆ ൌ ሼͲǡͳሽǡ ݅ ൌ ሼͳǡ ǥ ǡ ͵ሽ (Eqs. 7-8) 
Coefficients ௝݀೔ , ݆ ൌ ሼͲǡ ǥ ǡ͵ሽǡ ݅ ൌ ሼͳǡ ǥ ǡ ͵ሽ (Eqs. 13) 
Input data: compute x value for a given 
probability p         
Read values:
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this new approximation is a powerful tool to com-
pute probabilities or/and their inverses in enginee-
ring applications.
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